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Terminology
SLEDS – Statewide Longitudinal Education Data System
ECLDS – Early Childhood Longitudinal Data System
ETL – Extract, transform, and load, which are three database functions that are combined into one tool to pull
data out of one database and place into another database.
Personally identifiable information (PII) – Data elements that are considered to be personally identifying
information, including but not limited to name, date of birth, and social security number.
MARSS# – A unique statewide student identifier generated and maintained by the Minnesota Department of
Education
SSN – Social Security number
DOB – Date of birth
Positive match, or match – A match, or link, made between two records with sufficient quantity and quality of PII
to accurately identify that both records belong to the same person
False positive – A positive match and link made between two records that should not have been made
False negative – A positive match and link not made between two records that should have been made
SourcePerson – A unique set of PII within each data source
ReportedPerson – A unique set of PII regardless of the data source(s) from which it originated
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Introduction and Purpose
Minnesota’s P20W Data Warehouse will provide a valuable data repository for early childhood care, education
and employment information for many audiences to improve the experiences and outcomes of individuals across
the lifespan. The P20W data warehouse serves as an umbrella structure for two data systems – Early Childhood
Longitudinal Data System (ECLDS, birth to grade 3 data), and the Statewide Longitudinal Education Data System
(SLEDS, kindergarten through postsecondary and workforce).

Purpose of Person Linking
The P20W data warehouse encompasses the longitudinal life of an individual from birth, early childhood,
elementary and secondary education, up to and through higher education and employment, including the various
paths people take through education, to employment, and back and forth.
In order to produce a longitudinal view of a person, all records for a given individual must be matched and linked
across the various state and local data collection systems that capture data elements for personally identifying
information (PII) and contain varying levels of quality and accuracy of that PII. As a result, person linking is part
science and part art form that utilizes probabilistic matching algorithms to match and link people longitudinally
with a relatively high degree of confidence, but always with an estimated error rate.

Evolution of Linking
The P20W system was originally designed for loading and linking datasets for the SLEDS data warehouse
exclusively beginning in 2009. The Statewide Longitudinal Education Data System (SLEDS) was the initial effort to
bring together data primarily from K12 education, higher education, and workforce. However, as research needs
changed, the P20W loading and linking engine evolved to be able to accommodate the specific needs of differing
data sources while re-using the efforts of ETL flow and probabilistic person matching.
This white paper provides the chronological evolution of the State of Minnesota’s person linking engine from
SLEDS person linking only to P20W person linking (SLEDS and ECLDS) to P20W person and family linking.
Terminology and references to SLEDS, ECLDS, and P20W are retained in their historical context throughout this
document.
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Historical Context
Within the P20W Data Warehouse, several databases are utilized to load dozens of data sources, match and link
persons across those data sets, and ultimately feed appropriate data to multiple data warehouses and data marts
for reports and analytics. The load, match and link process involves three distinct steps for person identification
across data sources that have not changed over time.
1. Pre-Link: Personally identifiable information (PII) is separated from source data files when loading, and
replaced with a source specific Reported Person ID during pre-link. Source specific reported person IDs
are assigned to unique combinations of PII within a single source (e.g. Higher Ed enrollments for years
2003-2019).
2. Linking: A set of pre-defined match rules are applied across all unique combinations of PII across all data
sources and data years.
3. Post-Link: After linking is applied, a SLEDS Person ID or ECLDS Person ID is assigned representing unique
identified person across data sources within SLEDS or ECLDS. SLEDS Person IDs and ECLDS Person IDs are
changed every time data is loaded to enhance data security.
The discussion below describes the evolution of the pre-defined match rules used for linking over time.

SLEDS Linking 2009-2011
Initial development of linking rules and processes utilized research conducted by the Minnesota Department of
Education with three changes:
•

•

•

First, IT staff also integrated the use of the Microsoft SSIS fuzzy lookup transform, which uses an algorithm
Microsoft refers to as ETI, in lieu of using SoundEx. ETI parses a name field into tokens and matches tokens
instead of the whole field allowing us to identify records where first and last names were entered in
reverse order. It also scores individual tokens based on its value frequency, so if there are many Maria’s
in the data the weight of the “Maria” token goes down to lessen the likelihood of false positive matches.
Secondly, gender was removed from the data elements considered to be PII. With data sources containing
few personally identifying columns, we often could not compare either SSN or MARSS# (Minnesota’s state
K12 student identifier) between a pair of records. As a result, if just one other field, like gender, had a
typo or error, it would fall through as a false negative.
Finally, the rules from the previous MDE research did not include SSN as PII so the set of rules used on the
initial test set for SLEDS was also extended to include SSN.

To initially test rules for linking records, sample data was selected from three sources (50,000 records from K-12
enrollment; 71,196 records from Adult Basic Education; 75,000 records from higher education enrollment). These
records were loaded and linked, always in the same order to ensure consistency. To determine the quality of
matches the set of rules produced, a subset of 11,700 matches were manually reviewed to determine whether
the linking was correct or not. The rules were then revised and the process started over. The following set of rules
shown in Table 1 resulted from this iterative process. Note: a rule to identify exact name matches is not needed
because ETI will return a score of 1.0 from one of the first two rules above, which is equivalent to an exact match.
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Table 1: Initial Linking Rules
MARSS #

SSN

Last Name

First Name

Middle Initial

Data of Birth

Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Ignore

Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore
Exact Match
Ignore

ETI
ETI
Ignore
Ignore
ETI
ETI
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match

ETI
ETI
ETI
ETI
Ignore
Ignore
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match

Exact Match
Exact Match
Ignore
Ignore
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match
Ignore
Ignore

Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match
Exact Match
Ignore
Ignore
Exact Match

False Positives
False positives occur when a positive match and link is made between two records that should not have been
made. False positive searches included queries returning a broad range of possibilities for false positives by
filtering for three or more columns on a match that disagreed. In addition to the ‘fuzzy’ false positive lookup,
results also included matches for which either the MARSS#’s did not match (and were not null) or the SSNs did
not match (and were not null).
Of the 815 rows hand-checked, 683 were confirmed as valid matches, 126 unknown, and 6 definite false positives.
Almost all of the unknown potential false positives lie in the set of matches containing records that have exact
matches on first name, last name, and date of birth, with a disagreeing MARSS#. Thus, the false positive rate can
be expected to be low. We could allow a false positive rate within this set of up to 1 in 10 and still retain an overall
false positive rate of 1/10,000 for the entire set.

False Negatives
False negatives occur when a positive match and link is not made between two records that should have been
made. Eleven different queries tailored to search the fringe of the linking rules coverage were constructed to pull
in potential false negatives. The team anticipated a much higher false negative rate due to the quality of the
incoming data. Of 91 hand-checked rows, 12 were confirmed as false negatives, with 6 unknown.
Queries were also done to check for similarities in rows where it was not possible to compare either the MARSS
or SSN. A much higher false negative rate can be expected, by sheer number of results for these queries, and due
to the fact that there are many instances where neither MARSS# nor SSN can be compared between two records,
resulting in only matching on exact matches of all other fields. This left us with a largely unknown false negative
error rate, which could be anywhere from 1 in 2,000 to 1 in 100.

Caveats
There are some other caveats that must be noted when considering these results. The main reservation lies in the
fact that data being tested is not necessarily the best representation across all data sources and across all years.
Additionally, poor quality of a significant portion of the test data certainly can affect the linking quality in
measurable ways, and may continue to affect future loads.
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As records are evaluated for linking, that PII is compared to the set of PII on records previously loaded and linked
to determine if 1) the incoming record can be linked to an existing person group, or 2) the record starts a new
person group. The extent to which two records may be compared and the quality of the linking outcome depends
upon both the amount of personally identifying information provided and the overlap between two given source
records. Linking gaps arise when there are not enough overlapping PII between two records to even make a
comparison (e.g. K12 Enrollment to Workforce).
To minimize the impact of linking gaps, bridge matching was implemented. For example, a K12 record can link to
a person’s Workforce record, but only indirectly through a bridge match. Suppose a K12 record is loaded, then a
Higher Education record is loaded and linked that has enough PII to match to the K12 record. If the Workforce set
is then loaded, the Workforce record links directly to the Higher Education record and indirectly to the K12 record.
The Higher Education dataset is a bridge dataset between K12 Enrollment and Workforce. Through this strategic
order of linking datasets, P20W is able to increase the opportunity to link across an identified linking gap. Identified
bridge datasets include: ACT, Higher Education Enrollment, Higher Education Completions, Adult Basic Education,
and GED.
When utilizing bridge matching, the order of data loads is extremely important. A bridge match can only happen
if bridge records for a certain individual are loaded before any records on either side of the gap. This has
implications for both historical data loads and future loads, especially when bridge records are naturally generated
after records on either side of the gap, such as a Higher Education record being naturally generated after a
Workforce record because a person went from K12 directly into the Workforce and then later into Higher
Education. To maximize linking, two processes must be followed. First, the data with the highest quality and
highest completeness of personally identifying information be loaded first. Secondly, bridge class datasets must
be loaded before data on either side of the linking gap.

Final Linking Rules
Linking is an ever-fluid process given the context of this project. As SLEDS continues to grow, rules will be tweaked
and added to maintain an acceptable balance between false positives and false negatives. The list of the rules will
be evaluated and will continue to evolve with each data set added to SLEDS. The linking rules used by SLEDS is
showing in table 2.

P20W Linking 2012-2015
With the introduction of work for the Early Childhood Longitudinal Data System (ECLDS), the SLEDS linking engine
was identified as a potential solution for linking data across early childhood data sets. As a part of the code changes
that allowed for handling data streams for multiple initiatives, a number of potential improvements, both from a
performance perspective and a linking quality perspective, were identified, approved, and implemented for the
new P20W linking engine. The changes resulted in a large increase in linking efficiency by reducing the time
required for a full link by more than 90%.
One of the architectural changes implemented to produce a more efficient linking engine was to separate the
linking process from the loading process, allowing for data to be loaded incrementally, in any order, at any time,
and for data to be linked and re-linked at any time. As a result, data can be pre-sorted by class and by quality
before linking to maximize higher confidence rule usage. The order of the data was also refactored not to be
source specific. Records with the most PII are matched first, with the least matching last.
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Table 2: Linking Rules as of 2012
Rule
Number
1
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.8
1.4
1.11.1
1.12.1
1.11.2
1.12.2
1.9
1.10
1.13
1.14

Rule Description
New Record
FullName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
LastName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
FirstName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
MARSS#_Exact, FullName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact, LastName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact, FirstName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
FullName_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
MARSS#_Exact, FullName_Fuzzy
LastName_Exact,
FirstName_Fuzzy,
DateofBirth_Exact,
SSN_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_SSN
LastName_Fuzzy,
FirstName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact,
SSN_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_SSN
LastName_Exact,
FirstName_Fuzzy,
DateofBirth_Exact,
MARSS_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_MARSS
LastName_Fuzzy,
FirstName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact,
MARSS_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_MARSS
LastName_FirstName_Exact, DateofBirth_Exact
FirstName_LastName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact
Against
LastName_FirstName_Exact, DateofBirth_Exact
LastName and DateofBirth are Exact and FirstName using NameGroup
Exact Match on SSN and FirstName

Order
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Previous SLEDS linking were based on a SourcePerson, a unique set of PII within each data source. P20W linking
introduced the concept of a ReportedPerson, a unique set of PII regardless of the data source(s) from which it
originated. All exact matches are evaluated upon data load to determine unique ReportedPersons, substantially
reducing the amount of linking that needs to be performed during the linking process. Furthermore, records going
through the linking engine use whichever rules each ReportedPerson qualifies for based upon the available PII. In
other words, if a ReportedPerson does not contain an SSN, all rules using SSN are ignored.
To compare counts between the previous SLEDS linking engine and the current P20W linking engine,
ReportedPerson must be counted per source in the new release. So, one unique ReportedPerson which has exact
PII in 3 different sources was counted 3 times to compare it with the previous SourcePerson. This count produced
16% more ReportedPersons than SourcePerson. This was not completely unexpected because previously custom
“exact” match rules were used per source. Most of these used Fullname to find a unique record where FullName
did not contain middle name. The addition of middle name was expected to produce more records.
Two rules (1.8.1 and 1.8.2) were added to include name group index checks with SSN. This increased the possibility
of matches and therefore reduced the number of P20W Person records created. Overall, the number of
ReportedPersons records decreased by 37,883. The 2 new rules accounted for 22,533 ReportedPersons and presorting records by quality of data accounted for a decrease of 15,350 ReportedPersons.
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Table 3: Linking Rules as of 2015
Rule
Number
1
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.8
1.8.1
1.4
1.11.1
1.12.1
1.11.2
1.12.2
1.9
1.10
1.13
1.14
1.8.2

Rule Description
New Record
FullName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
LastName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
FirstName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
MARSS#_Exact, FullName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact, LastName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact, FirstName_Fuzzy, DateofBirth_Fuzzy
FullName_Fuzzy, SSN_Exact
SSN_Exact,
LastName_Exact,
FirstName_NameGroup,
MI_null_or_exact
MARSS#_Exact, FullName_Fuzzy
LastName_Exact,
FirstName_Fuzzy,
DateofBirth_Exact,
SSN_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_SSN
LastName_Fuzzy,
FirstName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact,
SSN_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_SSN
LastName_Exact,
FirstName_Fuzzy,
DateofBirth_Exact,
MARSS_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_MARSS
LastName_Fuzzy,
FirstName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact,
MARSS_NULL_OR_Match_90%_or_more_to_other_MARSS
LastName_FirstName_Exact, DateofBirth_Exact
FirstName_LastName_Exact,
DateofBirth_Exact
Against
LastName_FirstName_Exact, DateofBirth_Exact
LastName and DateofBirth are Exact and FirstName using NameGroup
Exact Match on SSN and FirstName
SSN_Exact, FirstName_NameGroup, MI_null_or_exact
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1
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3
4
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6
7
8
8.2
9
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12
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14
15
16
17
17.1
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Linking 2015-2019
The period 2015 to 2019 focused on making improvements to individual rules allowing Minnesota to maximize
the number of positive matches and minimize the number of false positive matches.
Match rules are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Linking Rules as of 2019
Rule
Number
1
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.8
1.8.1
1.4
1.12
1.11
1.10
1.13
1.14
1.8.2

Rule_Definition

Order

New Record
FullName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy,SSN_Exact
LastName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy,SSN_Exact
FirstName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy,SSN_Exact
MARSS#_Exact,FullName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact,LastName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy
MARSS#_Exact,FirstName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Fuzzy
FullName_Fuzzy,SSN_Exact
SSN_Exact,LastName_Exact,FirstName_NameGroup,MI_null_or_exact
MARSS#_Exact,FullName_Fuzzy
LastName_Fuzzy,FirstName_Exact,DateofBirth_Exact,Weight_SSN_or_MARSS_
if_Comparable
LastName_Exact,FirstName_Fuzzy,DateofBirth_Exact,Weight_SSN_or_MARSS_
if_Comparable
FirstName_LastName_Exact,DateofBirth_Exact
Against
LastName_FirstName_Exact,DateofBirth_Exact
LastName and DateofBirth are Exact and FirstName using NameGroup
Exact Match on SSN and FirstName
SSN_Exact,FirstName_NameGroup,MI_null_or_exact

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8.2
9
10
11
15
16
17
17.1

Challenges
While the linking process served its purpose, several linking challenges continued to be noted.
• Twin Data and Common Names: In the current linking algorithm one of the goal is to identify associated
records for each unique persons from across multiple agencies. One challenge that leads to false positives
is the occurrences of Twins where there are similar personal identifying information (PII). Additional
attributes and innovative rules may be required to get better results when twins and persons with very
similar PII data are a part of the data set.
• Linking Gaps: It was determined that there was a big gap in the linking outcomes and a team worked on a
current state appropriate solution to ensure better data linking results. The current solution introduced
Bridge Linking which is a process of using pre-linking steps to prepare the data to complete indirect linking
during the linking process.
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•

•

Incremental Linking: The current data linking solution is not able to complete incremental linking due to
the Bridge Linking algorithm. The entire data set must be reintroduced to the data linking engine to ensure
that the indirect linking is completed successfully.
Linking Run Times: The current linking algorithm executes each of the 9-10 rules for each data record.
There are over 23 million records that need to transverse the rules one at a time. The run times with the
current solution are 48 – 72 hours.

The current linking challenges, the linking complexities that will be introduced, and the forecasted data growth
required a solution that delivers a robust, flexible and efficient data linking engine.
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Linking for Intergenerational/Whole Child/Ecology Issues, 2019+
Families and communities are vital to an individual’s development. Today the Early Childhood Longitudinal Data
System (ECLDS) and the Statewide Longitudinal Data System (SLEDS) in Minnesota have an individual-centered
structure with limited views into critical relationship information and data to provide a comprehensive view of
conditions that positively and negatively shape individual outcomes. Our collective vision is to secure quality,
whole person/family data that provides insights towards the design, build, and funding of programs and conditions
that drive the best outcomes for individuals in Minnesota. Currently, system capability and integration constraints
keep Minnesota from fully analyzing and understanding how family circumstances and community conditions
influence outcomes.
For example, maternal education attainment level post-birth is not collected in the standard K-12 enrollment
records. Our current understanding of the impact of parental education is limited to the mother’s education
attainment level at the time of the child’s birth (until college entrance). Research shows a strong, positive
correlation between maternal education attainment and child outcomes. However, many adults increase their
education into adulthood after a child’s birth. Thus, we are not able to tell you if the impact of maternal education
changes after a child’s birth have the same positive impact as educational attainment achieved before the child’s
birth. This is one example of the types of dimensional information that one could derive from adding relationship
linking.
The overall scope of relationship linking includes the exploration, design, build, and implementation of additional
capabilities enabling mapping of the multi-layered and complex data relationships across individuals within a
family unit, school environment, and community. The P20W data warehouse encompasses the longitudinal life of
an individual from birth, early childhood, elementary and secondary education, up to and through higher
education and employment, including the various paths people take through education, to employment, and back
and forth. In order to produce a longitudinal view of a person, all records for a given individual must be linked
across source data collection systems that capture varying data elements for personally identifying information
(PII) and contain varying levels of quality and accuracy of that PII. As a result, person linking is part science and
part art form that utilizes probabilistic matching algorithms to match and link people longitudinally with a
relatively high degree of confidence, but always with an estimated error rate.
In 2018, the P20W Data Linking Enhancement Project was created to develop new Master Data Management
(MDM) capabilities that build in complex relationship data linking and improve the overall data quality and
performance of the Statewide Longitudinal Education Data System (SLEDS) and Early Childhood Longitudinal Data
System (ECLDS). The enhancements to the existing P20W system capabilities will support forecasted data source
expansion. The new capabilities will provide the ability to synthesize data and turn it into meaningful stories that
drive effective policy and programs focused on helping Minnesota children, families and communities thrive.
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Diagram 1: Future Multidimensional Relationship
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Introduction to 2020 Additions
New Pre-linking data profiling, validation, and discovery capabilities were added in 2020. The new additions have
the ability to capture metrics, statistics, or information summaries (dashboards) for source data quality analysis
and validation before it is loaded into the P20W warehouse. The SAS application provides actionable and easy to
access metrics/dashboards that assists in guiding data validation, cleansing, and prep for successful data loads. In
addition, collects information (metadata) from source data to uncover patterns, trends, relationships, and
anomalies that negatively impact data quality.
A configurable workflow and user interface allows data stewards, data coordinators, and technical team to review
reports and alerts when there are data errors. IT technical resources will use the dashboards that highlight preloaded data profiling metrics, in-process data linking metrics for performance monitoring, and post data linking
outcome metrics. The workflow engine provides the ability for data coordinators and/or IT developers to receive
notifications/alerts when data errors or below threshold conditions exist and provide the opportunity to resolve
data quality issues and data linking exceptions as required. In addition, the ability to buildout custom workflows
such as data dictionary management capability as a component of the workflow engine. Thus, providing the ability
to resolve data quality issues quickly.
Enhanced data linking allows more flexibility to adjust linking rules for continuous improvements and the addition
of data linking relationships. The data-linking engine provides developers the ability to adjust linking rules for
continuous improvements and the addition of future data linking relationships. The initial use of the new linking
capability will be focused on parent-child relationship linking with the ability for staff to configure other linking
relationships as future cross-agency data sharing agreements are obtained and as necessary.

Pre-Linking Data Profiling
Each individual data source (over 40 datasets from multiple state agencies) was validated using the SAS Data
Management profiling tools. Automated profiling jobs were developed to allow for data files submitted by data
owners or stewards to be processed as soon as data files were available. The Profiling Reports allow IT to quickly
investigate potential issues and improve response time to data stewards. Once the initial data files have been
profiled, any issues were addressed by the data owners.
The validations of the initial profiling, baseline rules already in place, meetings with data owners, and industry
best practices allowed for developing the initial set of business rules to begin testing of combined dataset for data
linking.
Requirements to Profiling Reports:
•
•
•
•
•

Drill-down capability
Custom queries/filters
Identification of values considered to be outliers
Frequency distribution
Pattern analysis
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•
•

Foreign key analysis
Add definition and examples (also, make note that data will obtain PII data in some of the reports)

Initial Business Rules:
•
•
•
•

File size significantly different than expected
Identify incorrect number of columns
Identify wrong column names
Identify any PII columns exceeding expected thresholds of null/blank values

Staging for Data Linking
A review of current transformation rules of conditions was completed; this included developing new additional
logic, if necessary.
Then, pre-linking data is moved into a staging area to be profiled a second time to confirm transformation logic is
functioning properly. This checking includes a number of rules, but simply put, looks to guarantee that all values
are unique. Null/blank counts and historical profiling comparisons are examples of a couple of the rule checks.
Finally, new workflows are created for a new data source entering the system. The workflow will include steps
such as in the diagram below.
Diagram 3: Workflow for new data source entering the system

a.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Reports will provide the following information:
Convert over existing error reports.
Data Source record counts (before & after deduplication)
PII combinations used by data source
Person ID with no record

Enhanced Data Linking
The results from pre-linking data profiling were used to enhance the data-linking process developed by SAS,
applying best practices and the PII data available. Data jobs were created to begin the process of linking data. Data
linking was run through multiple iterations using various configurations. After each iteration, the results were
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logged and entered into a data matrix to produce the best possible linking results. The result differences were
then compared manually to verify that the desired results were produced. Once the desired results were obtained,
a full run of the entire 30 million-record data set was performed to get the final outcome.
The process utilizes two kinds of links between individuals. The first being on an individual level. This is done by
associating one person across all data sets. The second linking is by any corresponding relationship. This is
accomplished by associating Parent to Child and/or Child to Sibling. Seven rules are executed using fuzzy matching
at a variety of scales between those rules. Essentially, for each rule an acceptable level of percent match is made
between SSN, Name and DOB. These levels were achieved by running multiple iterations to achieve the highest
and most accurate match rate.

Relationship Linking Process and Logic
The Relationship Linking Process is the second step in building the Multidimensional Relationship Data Linking
Capability. This process continues to build on the results achieved through the Individual Linking Process and
adds the dimension of the family unit. Documented below is the data job workflow used to produce the linking
results and a description of each step in the workflow.
Diagram 4: Data Job workflow
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The relationship prelink is an SQL query Node that selects data from one or more tables. Node performs a SQL
query to the database table designated in the data source. The query used is “Select * from RelationshipPrelink”.
This will read into the workflow all records from the RelationshipPrelink table.
The DSN setting is currently set to “%%DSN_P20WSTAGE%%”. This macro will allow for moving the job between
environments and be able to point to desired database. The use of SAS tools allows for additional clustering nodes
to be added at any time. The node accepts any number of field inputs arranged in any number of logically defined
conditions. These cluster IDs indicate matches. Many rows can share cluster IDs, which indicate these rows match
using the clustering criteria specified.
Match code fields are often used for clustering as they provide a degree of fuzziness in the clustering process. The
cluster engine uses 64-bit data types. It can handle input data sets that may result in over 1 billion clusters. A
cluster can be created based on a single entity, where an entity is a single field or a collection of fields
concatenated together. It can also be created based on a multiple entity, where matches within a condition are
made across all entities of that condition. For example, a cluster can be created in which Field 1 would be one
condition, and Fields 2 and 3 would be two separate entities of a second condition.
The business rules were based on initial analysis of fields available across all P20W datasets that could potentially
link members of the same family into one unit. These fields consisted of fields outside of the ones used for
individual linking. Multiple test runs were conducted and the final set of matching parameters were chosen to
be: P20W-PersonID, Case Number, Birth Certificate ID, EE Student Program Registration ID.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to using this set, but it was chosen based on the best possible result
set and from extensive review from the Family Ecology Group. These results are stored in the RelationshipLinking
table and from this table individual reports can be created based on the defined requirements.
The Dashboard Reports will provide information on orphaned records, Individuals found across data sets, and
Percent linking between years. Depending on authority level, the user will be able to access and modify reports
showcasing data from their agency. Snapshots of reports provided next:
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Key Takeaways From the 2020 Additions
The P20W Data Linking Enhancement Project has developed MDM capabilities that have enhanced complex
relationship data linking and improved the overall data quality and performance of the SLEDS and ECLDS. There
are 3 Key Takeaway’s:
•

•

•

Takeaway #1: With more accurate Profiling and Business Rules, incoming data can be managed and
corrected with greater ease. Faster flagging of data source issues will allow for better data issue
review.
Takeaway #2: Improvements to the linking process provides more accurate reporting, an asset to
decision-makers. The process also runs in faster cycles, allowing SLEDS and ECLDS to publish reports
in shorter time.
Takeaway #3: The new dashboard reports allow data coordinators direct access to view, manipulate
and investigate their data. They can more easily recognize trends and communicate them to the
appropriate leaders. The Data Dictionary allows for public access and historical tracking of term
changes.

The new capabilities make it possible to integrate data and turn it into meaningful stories for wider audiences.
These stories may help the general public better understand the effectiveness or shortcomings of policies and
programs intended to help Minnesota children, families and communities thrive in the future.
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